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A much-needed program to avoid and reverse disease, and discover a way to sustainable,
long-term wellness from an acclaimed international doctor and star of the BBC system Doctor
in the House. Supplemental enhancement PDF accompanies the audiobook. Rangan
Chatterjee's revolutionary, yet basic guide to better health - a much-needed, accessible plan
that will help you get back control of your health and your lifestyle. By making little,
incremental changes in each one of these key areas, you can create and keep maintaining
good wellness - and alleviate and prevent illness. His dynamic, user-friendly approach isn't
about excelling at any one pillar. Drawing on leading edge analysis and his own experiences
as a health care provider, he argues that the trick to avoiding disease and achieving wellness
revolves around four critical pillars: food, relaxation, sleep, and movement. A physician
dedicated to finding the root cause of ill wellness rather than simply suppressing symptoms
with medicines, Dr. As Dr. Chatterjee, reveals we are able to reverse and make disease vanish
without a comprehensive overhaul of our life style. Chatterjee passionately advocates and
comes after a philosophy that way of living and diet are first-line medicine and the
cornerstone of great health. What matters is balance atlanta divorce attorneys area of your
life, which includes: Me-time every day An electronic-free Sabbath once weekly Retraining
your tastebuds Daily micro-fasts Movement snacking A bedtime routine Practical and lifechanging, How to Make Disease Disappear can be an inspiring and easy-to-follow guide to
better health and happiness. How to Make Disease Disappear is Dr.
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Chatterjee on The Model Wellness Present podcast and it had been an extremely insightful
episode. Great book. Dr.however the advice and study cited in the book is priceless. Loved this
book.! The book is easy to read and written in a peaceful style, but presents more than
enough science to give clout to his suggestions. For me, instead of considering 100 things,
now I can think about the essential four: move, relax, eat, sleep. This book is amazing ..!..! I've
begun applying these interventions in my own life and Personally i think really great for the
very first time in a long time. Yet if you're looking to fix your health with changes in lifestyle,
this will become your road-map. Highly recommend this book. Five Stars GREAT Its a
attitude,to hear him and do the majority of the issues he advises. It's broke down into four
essential sections that are easily digestible. This book is a casino game changer. Personally i
think smarter and equipped to create better decisions. Excellent common sense advice. Wish I
trusted my doctors as much as I trust Dr. Chatterje. Each section provides five suggestions. I
especially liked the MOVE portion of the book as that's where I struggle the most. Thanks Dr.
Chatterjee actually made me hold a mirror up to myself and realize that I had to improve.
Common feeling in a world run amok. User's Manual for our body Fantastic, good sense guide
to your wellbeing. Think of it as a user's manual for our body. If you're looking for a magic pill,
this is the opposite of this. His tips for improving your health are common sense medication for
reversing Type 2 Diabetes and other conditions. This Book is a Must Read for everybody. So
grateful that Wise Doctor was brave more than enough to write it for us. Absolutely well worth
the read for anybody thinking about improving their health/feeling/life. Read this and talk
about it with Everyone you understand. This Reserve is to help visitors to realize the need for
taking charge of their everyday life concerning medical issues . Great good sense advice that
people don’t follow Very easy and concise reserve with clear writing... Chatterjee makes
science-backed ideas for lifestyle changes in four areas: relax, eat, move, and rest. He teaches
very important principles in a gentle and organized method. Life changing book! I recognized
that I was simply "Okay" before. I heard Dr.Easy changes in lifestyle can transform your
wellbeing! All of the tips in this publication could be applied to One to enhance their lives. I
desire he lived on this part of the pond and took patients he in Wisconsin.. obtaining consistent
movement/exercise. The way he lays it out is indeed simple/organized and enables you to
think of movement in a different way. I actually look forward to doing the (extremely simple)
glute activation exercises! Its works!. I love the simple reading and how basic The writer makes
it for us to understand that trying to feel great is a balanced approach. Feeling great resonates
with me much more then being healthy because by the end of the day thats what counts. For
me A powerful, yet simple read. I've lost 30 lbs, but more important Personally i think better
about myself and thats imporatant as well. I fell like I am not spinning out of control everyday,
that I REALLY DO have control over my entire life by choosing what I eat, taking nice tranquil
walks, moving thruout your day, not only at a fitness center, and having frienship. I today keep
a apple banana, and various natural nuts with raisins in my own backpack everywhere I go. I've
discovered to blend Indian Yoga exercise with Chinese Qi Gong, which is really a form of yoga,
into a nice mix that I love. Its shocking how little of the proper food you need to keep you full,
instead of eating away from home and mostly crap. Remember that is our lifestyle, the only
person we have, why not feel and look good!! Reccomended by a good friend Great book
Sounds awesome, but--- Disclaimer: I am a health care provider of Internal Medicine, in fact it
is absolutely my objective to help patients get over their medical issues, and get cured, not
just manage symptoms.!! Some are easy (keep a gratitude journal), while some are more
challenging (the screen-free sabbath, a digital detox).. Chatterjee’s method of healing and

medication is so refreshing and positive. This book was the best read of the year so far! Dr.
Chatterje. I am so pleased I did. Chatterjee advises protein snacks like meat, eggs, poultry etc
which are awfully harmful and that I cannot accept. Dr.! Paying attention to your daily diet,
sleep habits, workout sand even more. Do it NOW. Wake up to your health! However, it is not
that easy. Everyone would reap the benefits of this book. Life changing! Compared to that end
this publication would be something I'd be jumping for joy about! Explaining the need of
paying attention to your body and problems to ward off diseases. Individuals find it very very
tough to do the right items. Oh, they'll try for a couple of weeks, then it is business as typical.
Just carrying out a healthy diet is a lot more difficult than it appears. Our dependence on sugar
and fat appears hard wired therefore hard to overcome. Our bodies just don't crave healthy
foods like they crave the poor stuff, especially sugar! Great God, glucose is a drug! No wonder.
I purchased this for myself and my twin sister..same receptors for opiates in the mind for
sugar! The publication is surely an excellent read, but in itself it generally does not have all the
answers to good health. Read, for instance, "How NEVER TO Die" by Dr. Greger. Awesome
book. I bought a hydr flask which I love that keeps the water chilly, and thats my snack and
lucnh. Dr. Many thanks, Dr Chatterjee! You can never be healthy snacking on animal foods,
ever. Helpful and readable Helpful advice with action items for each chapter that are easy to
implement. Written in an easy to digest way. Overall helpful read. It's broke into four crucial
sections that are often digestible.
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